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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the method of data transformation for discovering numeric functions from

their examples. Based on the idea of transformations between functions, this method can be

viewed as a semantic counterpart to the more common approach of formula construction

used in most previous discovery systems. Advantages of the new method include a exible

implementation through the design of transformation rules, and a sound basis for rigorous

mathematical analysis to characterize what can be discovered. The method has been imple-

mented in a discovery system called \Linus," which can identify a wide range of functions:

rational functions, quadratic relations, and many transcendental functions, as well as those

that can be transformed to rational functions by combinations of di�erentiation, logarithm

and function inverse operations.
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1 Introduction

Function discovery is the problem of �nding a symbolic formula for a function f from a set of

its examples f(x; y) j y = f(x)g. Its di�culty hinges upon the expressiveness of the language

used to describe functions. Because of this, earlier discovery systems that deal with numeric

functions often focus their attention on a speci�c type of functions, such as those that can

be built from combinations of arithmetic operators and symbolic variables [2, 5, 6, 7], or

from other simple functions [1, 8, 11, 14]. Although the systems have di�erent emphases and

scopes, they share the approach of syntactic construction of formulas based on features that

can be detected numerically in the examples.

This paper presents the method of data transformation, pioneered by the discovery system

FFD [13] and based on the idea of transformations between functions. While the method can

be viewed as a semantic counterpart of the formula construction approach used in previous

discovery systems, its semantic nature permits rigorous analysis of its discovery capability

through the use of a transformation-based language for describing functions. Our contribu-

tions in this direction are: (1) A description language that|even in its basic form|is far

more expressive than those used in other discovery systems; (2) A robust implementation

that is easily extended to encompass di�erent languages; and (3) A general model of data

transformation that can be applied to domains other than real-valued functions. In this paper,

we focus on the description language and the implementation of the method in the domain

of real-valued functions; details of the generalized model can be found elsewhere [9].

The paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 de�nes a transformation-based de-

scription language and illustrates the basic idea underlying the data transformation method.

Section 3 discusses two potential problems in implementing this method and how the discov-

ery system Linus resolves them. Section 4 characterizes the discovery capability of Linus in

terms of its description language's expressiveness, the sensitivity of its basic transformations

to error, and how it copes with the inexact implementation of each transformation. Finally,

Section 5 summarizes two extensions that enable Linus to deal with situationswhere requests

for new examples are impractical and the examples may be inexact.
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Name Transformation

Function inverse Inv : (x; y) 7! (y; x)

Reciprocal R : (x; y) 7! (x; 1=y)

Natural logarithm Lc : (x; y) 7! (x; ln(c� y))

Di�erentiation D(c;yc) : (x; y) 7! (x; dy=dx)

Factoring F(c;yc) : (x; y) 7! (x; (y � yc)=(x� c))

Table 1: Basic transformation rules

2 Description language and discoverymethod

Both description language and discovery method are based on the idea of transformation from

one function to another. A function y = f(x) is represented by a composition of invertible

transformations Tk � � � � � T2 � T1 that maps its examples (x; y) to examples (u; v) of another

function v = g(u) in some prede�ned class. The discovery operation is to �nd a composition

Tk � � � � �T2 �T1 that transforms examples of f to those of g, a function whose formula can be

determined directly from its examples. The formula for f is then recovered by applying the

inverse of Tk � � � � � T2 � T1 to the formula found for g.

Clearly, the representational power of the language and the practicality of the discovery

method both depend on the transformations used and the basic functions that can be recog-

nized directly. In this section, we present a description language that is su�ciently expressive

to include a wide range of functions, but is still fairly simple to implement.

2.1 The description language

We de�ne a description language L whose members are pairs of equations of the form:

Tk � � � � � T2 � T1(x; y) = (u; v)

P (u; v) = 0:

Each Ti is one of the �ve transformations de�ned in Table 1; x, y, u and v are symbolic

variables; and P (u; v) is a formula that can be determined from the values of u and v. By

convention, y denotes the function's value, x denotes its argument, and Tk�� � ��T2�T1 denotes
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the composition of transformations Tk(� � � (T2(T1(x; y)))). The sequence Tk � � � � � T2 � T1 is

called a transformation sequence and the formula P (u; v) is called a matching pattern. Since

the expressions on the right-hand side of the de�ning equations are always (u; v) and 0, the

full description can be abbreviated to a pair (Tk � � � � � T2 � T1; P (u; v)).

In Table 1, the subscripts c of Lc and F(c;yc) denote parameters that must be chosen when

applying these transformations. In the case of Lc, while in principle c may have any non-zero

value, the implementation only uses two: +1 and �1. In e�ect, Lc may be interpreted as two

alternative transformationsL+1 and L�1, at most one of which is applicable depending on the

sign of the y-values in the example set. In the case of F(c;yc), yc represents the function's value

at x = c, so that, despite appearances, only one parameter is involved. In the case of D(c;yc),

although the operation itself requires no parameter, one pair of values (c; yc) is retained so

that the transformation can be inverted to yield a unique result. For brevity, the subscripts

are omitted unless the actual values of the parameters are germane to the discussion.

In general, di�erent sets of transformations and matching patterns will lead to di�erent

description languages. However, the discovery mechanism to be discussed does not depend

on the set of transformations nor on the matching pattern, although they certainly inuence

its successful implementation. Later in the paper, we discuss the consequences of choosing

the transformations in Table 1. Furthermore, while the matching pattern may have any form,

it is expedient in practice to select formulas whose symbolic forms are easily determined

from their examples. In the current implementation, three forms of matching pattern are

provided: Constant patterns v + c, quadratic patterns v2 + c1uv + c2v + c3u
2 + c4u + c5,

and rational patterns h1(u)v + h2(u) where h1; h2 are non-constant polynomials. (The label

\rational pattern" derives from the explicit form of v when the equation h1(u)v + h2(u) = 0

is solved.)

A formal interpretation

A description in the above form represents a function y = f(x) that satis�es the system of

simultaneous equations:
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8>>>><
>>>>:

g1(x; y) = u

g2(x; y) = v

P (u; v) = 0:

Here, g1; g2 are the formulas obtained by combining the sequence Tk � � � � � T2 � T1(x; y),

each one as de�ned in Table 1, into the pair (g1(x; y); g2(x; y)). Normally, one would simplify

g1 and g2 using the standard rules of function composition, symbolic di�erentiation, and

algebraic manipulation. The transformations in Table 1 thus can be interpreted as syntactic

substitution rules and so the description is simply an abbreviation of the corresponding system

of equations.

From a semantic perspective, they also serve to de�ne transformations from one function

y = f(x) to another v = g(u). In other words, a transformation maps all examples (x; y)

of the function f into examples (u; v) of a di�erent function g. This is the basis of the data

transformationmethod. However, for the set of transformations in Table 1, this interpretation

introduces some semantic problems that must be resolved �rst. For instance, when y = f(x)

is non-monotonic, its inverse x = f�1(y) will not be a single-valued function, and so the

transformation Inv must be handled carefully if it is to be used e�ectively. In a similar way,

the transformation Lc requires that the y values must be either all positive or all negative.

These semantic problems and the methods to circumvent them are discussed in more detail

in the next section.

Example of a function description

As an example, consider the function y = log(x2 + 2) + x+ 1. One expression of it in L is:

R � F(1; 5
3
) �D(1;2+log3)(x; y) = (u; v)

uv � 2v + 3
2
u2 + 3 = 0:

In the abbreviated form, this becomes (R � F(1; 5
3
) � D(1;2+log3); uv � 2v + 3

2
u2 + 3). The

parameters c1 and c2 in F(c1 ;yc1 )
and D(c2 ;yc2 )

are both arbitrarily chosen to be 1, and so
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yc1 = 5
3
and yc2 = 2 + log 3 in this example.1 To show that this description represents the

original function, one simply performs the necessary transformations and solves the resulting

system of equations. Applying the sequence of transformations to (x; y) yields

R � F(1; 5
3
) �D(1;2+log3)(x; y) = R � F(1; 5

3
)(x; dy=dx)

= R

 
x;
dy=dx� 5

3

x� 1

!
=

 
x;

x� 1

dy=dx� 5
3

!
:

Equating this to (u; v) and eliminating u and v using uv � 2v + 3
2
u2 + 3 = 0 gives

x� 1

dy=dx� 5
3

=
�3

2
x2 � 3

x� 2
:

Solving for dy=dx produces the di�erential equation
dy

dx
=

2x

x2 + 2
+ 1, which has solutions

of the form y = log(x2 + 2) + x + C, where C is the constant of integration. The subscript

of D(1;2+log3) provides an initial condition for this di�erential equation, because by de�nition

the subscript (c; yc) denotes the value yc of the function at x = c prior to the application of

D(c;yc). In this case, x = 1 and y = 2 + log 3 give C = 1 and y = log(x2 + 2) + x+ 1.

2.2 The method of data transformation

The discovery problem is to �nd a transformation sequence Tk � � � � � T2 � T1 and a matching

pattern P (u; v) such that the solution of the system of equations8><
>:

Tk � � � � � T2 � T1(x; y) = (u; v)

P (u; v) = 0

satis�es examples of the unknown function. (Here we assume that the examples provided are

su�cient to identify the unknown function and that computation errors are negligible; these

issues will be discussed later.)

The method of data transformation proceeds by �rst �nding a sequence Tk � � � � � T2 and

a pattern P (u; v), which together de�ne the system of equations8><
>:

Tk � � � � � T2(x̂; ŷ) = (u; v)

P (u; v) = 0

1For illustration, the values of yc1 and yc2 are given here as 5

3
and 2+ log 3 respectively. In practice, they

are estimated from the current data and expressed as oating point numbers.
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where the new examples (x̂; ŷ) are obtained by applying T1 to the examples (x; y) of f . If

this system has a solution f̂ , the method then applies the inverse T�1
1 of T1 to the symbolic

form of (x̂; f̂) to obtain the formula for f . Otherwise, it continues with other transformation

sequences. The procedure is applied recursively so that the problem of �nding a formula for

f is reduced to a search for a formula that satis�es the relation P (u; v) = 0.

From an operational perspective, the discovery system searches the space of transfor-

mation sequences for one that converts examples of the unknown function into those of a

prede�ned pattern. After each transformation, it checks whether the transformed images

match that pattern. Because of the use of �nite precision arithmetic, it is necessary to per-

mit some small mismatch between the examples and the best-�t pattern. If the di�erence is

acceptable, the solution is the description formed by the sequence of transformations used so

far and the pattern matched. In general, a description for the unknown function y = f(x)

corresponds to an equation in x, y and the derivatives of f , rather than to an expression for

y solely in terms of x. If explicit formulas are desired, the system may be augmented with a

symbolic algebra system to solve the implicit equations whenever possible.

An illustration of the discovery operation

To illustrate, consider the set of examples (x; y) shown in Figure 1a. To �nd a formula satisfy-

ing these, we search for a sequence that transforms them into examples of some recognizable

function. Figures 1b, c, and d depict the results of one particular series of transformations.

In each of these graphs, the horizontal scale represents the u-axis and the vertical scale the

v-axis.

The data points in each graph can be viewed as examples of some particular function

that is related to the original by the corresponding sequence of transformations, shown in

the top left corner of the graph. In Figure 1b, they have been transformed by the single

operation D(1;2+log3). In Figures 1c and 1d, they have been transformed by the sequences

F(1; 5
3
) � D(1;2+log3) and R � F(1; 5

3
) � D(1;2+log3) respectively. As it turns out, the transformed

examples of Figure 1d satisfy the relation �1
2
uv + v � 3

4
u2 � 3

2
= 0. This means that the
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Figure 1: Graphs of transformed examples

unknown function has a description:

R � F(1; 5
3
) �D(1;2+log3)(x; y) = (u; v)

�1
2
uv + v � 3

4
u2 � 3

2
= 0:

Solving for y gives the formula y = log(x2 + 2) + x+ C, where C is an integration constant.

The subscript of D(1;2+log3) serves to recover the value of the constant, in this case C = 1.

Relation to other discovery schemes

Discovery schemes that work with empirical data exhibit two complementary approaches:

Data analysis and formula construction. In the former approach, the examples are analyzed

using numerical or statistical tools to determine what type of formulas may be applicable.
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Examples include Gerwin's discovery system [3], Coper [5], Scha�er's E* algorithm [12],

KEDS [11], Kepler [14]. In the latter approach, possible solutions are constructed that satisfy

certain qualitative features detected in the data. Examples of this approach include the Bacon

discovery systems [7], Abacus [2], and Fahrenheit [6, 15]. Since the features are detected by

analyzing the data, both approaches can be viewed as extremes of a single spectrum. The

degree of sophistication in the tools used for data analysis indicates whether a system should

be categorized as data analysis or formula construction, or a combination of both.

Data transformation can be viewed as a discovery method that subsumes both the above

approaches. First, possible solutions are formed implicitly by building transformation se-

quences incrementally. Second, numerical features of the examples can be used to �nd a

matching pattern that best �ts them, or to select the transformation to be applied next.

However, the new method di�ers in one important respect: In order for successive transfor-

mations to be applicable, the transformed images of the initial data must represent examples

of some function. In other words, they must not imply the existence of examples that have

di�erent values for the same argument.

This requirement is what really distinguishes the method of data transformation from

the common approach of formula construction. The former is a semantically-based transfor-

mation between functions, while the latter is a syntactically-based manipulation of partially

constructed formulas.

From a practical perspective, successful implementation of the method hinges upon

whether the above requirement can be satis�ed. Of course, this is trivial if each transfor-

mation, when applied to examples of a function, is guaranteed to produce only examples

of another function. However, as explained in the next section, that is not the case for the

language L. As a result, the practicality of the method depends on the transformations used

to de�ne the description language. In the next section, we elaborate the main features of

the discovery system Linus [9], whose implementation has been generalized to include other

description languages like the one in Section 2.1.
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3 The implementation: Linus

Linus is a function discovery system that implements the method of data transformation.

Since the method works on the premise that successive application of transformations is

always possible, its implementation depends critically on the description language being

used. In this section, we discuss the two major problems in implementing the method using

the language L, and sketch the solutions adopted by Linus.

3.1 Implementation problems

Data transformation operates by applying the basic transformations one at a time to the

examples being considered. There are two conditions that must be satis�ed: (1) All transfor-

mations are always applicable; and (2) They can be computed su�ciently accurately. In the

case of the language L, this causes problems for the transformations Inv, L, D and F .

First, Inv and L cannot be applied to an arbitrary set of examples. Since inverting a non-

monotonic function yields a relation rather than a function, Inv cannot be applied to any set

of examples that implies a non-monotonic function because it violates the requirement that

the transformed data must represent examples of some (single-valued) function. The problem

with L is slightly di�erent: It simply cannot be applied to functions that have both positive

and negative values because the results are unde�ned in the domain of real-valued functions.

More generally, if the application of a transformation is constrained in any way, certain

sets of examples may fail to satisfy that constraint. As a result, some functions may not be

discovered using the data transformation method even though they can be described in the

language being considered. Thus the implementation may be incomplete in the sense that

some descriptions are not discoverable because their corresponding transformation sequences

cannot be generated from the example set. We call this the problem of incomplete generation

of function descriptions.

Second, the computation of D and F refers to the function implied by the current ex-

amples, rather than the examples themselves. D computes the function's derivative and F

computes its ratio with respect to some linear factor. Because the formula for that function is
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not available, one can only provide numerical approximations to these transformations. It is

clear that successive application of D and F will increase the error inherent in numerical ap-

proximation. We call this the problem of inexact computation of transformations. Note that

it is not easily overcome by the common practice of using examples that are closely spaced in

x to improve computation accuracy. An upper bound on spacing is impossible to guarantee

after a transformation sequence that includes Inv has been applied to the original examples.

This limits the utility of formulas for error estimation based on power series analysis, which

relies on knowledge of spacing between data points.

3.2 E�ect on the implementation's robustness

The combined e�ect of the above problems is that a discovery system using the data trans-

formation approach must rely on \good" examples being available, ones that lead to an

accurate description of the function they imply. Assuming that a description for the unknown

function exists, it follows that there must exist examples that allow the application of the

transformation sequence in that description. The problem is to �nd them.

While it is trivial to �nd good examples if the function's description is known, it is

impossible to select them in the absence of any information about the function. The data

transformation method is inherently susceptible to the quality of the examples supplied. If

they are not carefully chosen, certain transformation sequences may not be constructible be-

cause some transformations' constraints are violated. To compound the problem, the inexact

nature of numerical computation can easily lead to meaningless results, since the cumulative

error can grow large enough to prevent successful pattern matching.

This dependence on the quality of the examples supplied suggests that an adaptive scheme

is needed. The solution used in Linus is to permit on-demand example selection and to mon-

itor the computation error of all transformations with respect to the examples under con-

sideration. This allows it to circumvent the constraints and improve the numerical accuracy

with which transformation sequences are computed.
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3.3 The solution in Linus

Linus's design requires that (1) speci�c examples must be selectable on demand; (2) all

transformations must be numerically applicable to the examples selected; and (3) all trans-

formations must be numerically reversible. The �rst two combine to overcome the problem of

incomplete generation of function descriptions caused by constraints on the transformations

Inv and L. The third provides a mechanism for estimating the errors incurred by inexact

arithmetic and determining how they can be reduced.

To satisfy these requirements, Linus employs a data selection scheme that adapts to

the discovery task at hand. Furthermore, it treats individual transformations as reversible

numerical tools, rather than as semantic mappings between functions|notwithstanding the

fact that the latter interpretation forms the basis of the data transformation method. To-

gether, the requirements ensure that, with a simple manipulation of the current example set,

Linus can always apply any transformation at any time. The mathematical validity of the

transformations will be determined when the description found is veri�ed. The overall result

is that Linus is no longer a�ected by a badly chosen set of examples, and that numerical

computation can be as accurate as is practically possible. The implementation of these ideas

is elaborated below.

On-demand data selection and data splitting

Linus is empowered to select examples as they are needed to overcome constraints on the

transformations. By examining the examples currently available, it can determine which

ones would be best to use in the next operation. If these are not available, a request is

issued for them before proceeding further. Most importantly, if the current examples prevent

the application of a transformation, Linus determines which new examples will enable the

blocked transformation to proceed, and speci�cally requests them.

For both transformations Inv and L, this is done in combination with a data splitting

scheme. In the case of Inv, the examples are split into monotonic segments, each of which

is processed as a separate discovery task. Monotonicity can be determined by sorting the

examples by their x component and then examining their y components in order. In the case
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of L, the ordered list is divided into segments of adjacent examples with the same sign in the

y component, so that either L+1 or L�1 will be applicable to each segment. (Examples that

are exactly zero are discarded.) In both cases, to qualify as a solution to the original discovery

problem, any description found for one segment must also satisfy all the other segments. A

veri�cation procedure checks that the description satis�es all known examples|even those

that were omitted during the initial search for the unknown function's description.

This data splitting scheme guarantees that all transformations are always applicable, and

so avoids the problem of incomplete generation of function descriptions caused by constraints

on the transformations Inv and L. There is no danger of successive splitting resulting in

subsets containing too few examples, because Linus can request additional examples where

needed.

It is important to note that the examples being requested are not, in most cases, examples

of the unknown function, but examples of their transformed images. For this reason, Linus

requires the ability to select speci�c examples on demand, rather than working from a pre-

supplied set of examples.2 The requirement of numerically reversible transformations helps

in translating speci�c requests for the transformed images into requests for examples of the

unknown function.

Local approximation and automatic error analysis

While the problem of inexact computation is unavoidable, Linus attempts to reduce its e�ect

by the use of piecewise approximations and continuous error feedback. Using least-square

curve-�tting routines, it computes piecewise approximations to the function implied by the

current examples. The symbolic forms of these approximations, called local approximations,

are then substituted for the unknown function whenever its symbolic form is required. For

instance, to apply D or F , the local approximations are di�erentiated or factored, and the

results evaluated numerically to provide the transformed images of the examples. The �tting

error can be used to estimate the computation error of D and F .

2In practice, if Linus must work with pre-supplied examples, it simulates new examples using an

interpolation routine.
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The local approximations also serve to identify places where more examples are needed to

ensure a desired level of accuracy. If the �tting errors exceed some prede�ned error tolerance,

more examples are requested before any transformation is attempted. Because the �tting

procedure utilizes a �xed number of examples, this leads to a �ner piecewise approximation

of the function implied by the current examples. As a result, the new local approximations

are more accurate in representing those examples. (The local approximations only reect the

examples being considered, which could still contain errors from inexact computation or noise

in the original data.)

To provide immediate feedback on the computation error, Linus employs the following

procedure. Let (u; v) denote an example before transformation T is applied, and T (u; v) =

(û; v̂) the result afterwards. Applying T�1 to (û; v̂) gives (~u; ~v). If the new result (~u; ~v) is also

approximated by the current local approximation, then the example set is said to \support"

the transformation T . Otherwise, more examples are requested in the regions where the errors

exceed the desired accuracy. This leads to more accurate local approximations, which helps

to ensure that the error caused by applying T remains insigni�cant.

This procedure assumes that the implementation of both T and T�1 is reasonably accurate

and that the error of T�1 does not cancel out the error of T . Combinedwith the formal analysis

of error propagation described below, this gives an estimate of the error caused by applying T

to the current examples. Linus uses this information to decide whether the cumulative error

remains low enough to allow an acceptable solution.

Remarks

The problem of incomplete generation of function descriptions is caused by the inherent

constraints of a transformation preventing its application to a set of examples. By treating

transformations as numerical tools rather than as semantic mappings between functions,

Linus can apply numerically any sequence of transformations, even ones that appear to

violate the semantic constraints.

In practice, Linus has two options when faced with an example set that disallows the

application of a transformation T . It could manipulate the set so that T can be applied
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numerically without insisting that the transformation being performed is semantically mean-

ingful. This is the data splitting scheme sketched above. Or it could combine T with some

other transformation sequence T such that the new sequence T � T represents a semantic

mapping between functions that is applicable to the current example set. This option is used

by Linus to implement certain sequences of transformations that contain Inv and L. The

idea is to reduce the number of data splittings, which, for obvious reasons, should not be

performed indiscriminately.

From a theoretical perspective, Linus e�ectively defers the semantic interpretation of

the transformation T to the point when the �nal system of equations must be solved to

�nd the overall solution. If there is a solution to that system, then the application of T

(or the sequence containing it) is semantically meaningful. The fact that Linus needs to

perform certain manipulations on the current examples to permit the application of T is

inconsequential, except to the extent that such manipulations sidestep the constraints on T .

4 Analysis of Linus's discovery capability

In this section, we characterize Linus in terms of the representational power of the descrip-

tion language it employs, describe how it monitors the propagation of error through each

transformation in the language, and explain how it copes with the inexact implementation of

the transformations.

4.1 Expressiveness of the language L

The basic language L implemented in Linus contains the �ve transformations in Table 1 and

a constant matching pattern v+ c. The propositions in this section show that L is su�ciently

expressive to include a wide range of functions: rational functions, quadratic relations, and

many transcendental functions, as well as those that can be transformed to rational functions

by combinations of logarithm, di�erentiation and function inverse operations. The proposi-

tions provide supporting arguments for the choice of L as the base language for describing

functions.
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The claims of expressiveness follow from the recursive nature of the data transformation

method: If a function y = f(x) can be transformed to another expressible function v = g(u),

then it is also expressible. This is formally stated in the following proposition, whose proof

follows immediately from the de�nition of L.

Proposition 1 Let y = f(x) be a function that can be described in L as (Tk �� � � �T1; P (u; v)).

If a function ŷ = f̂(x̂) has the property that T0(x̂; ŷ) = (x; y) where T0 is a transformation,

then f̂ can be described as (Tk � � � � �T1 �T0; P (u; v)). In this case, f̂ is said to be transformable

to f by the transformation T0.

This proposition is the main tool for proving that certain classes of functions are express-

ible in L. The following propositions present the basic classes of expressible functions that

can be used to derived other expressible function classes. Proofs of these propositions can be

found in the Appendix.

Basic claims of expressiveness

For convenience, we use the symbol T � to denote a sequence Tk �� � ��T2�T1 of transformations

of the same type T . Similarly, fT; T 0g� denotes a sequence composed only of transformations

of the types occurring between the brackets fg, in this case T and T 0.

Proposition 2 Descriptions of the form (fR;Fg�; v + c) describe all and only rational func-

tions.

This proposition states that, using only a constant pattern, the two transformationsR and

F(c;yc) are su�cient to express all rational functions. The others may be viewed as auxiliary

transformations that serve to expand the set of functions expressible in L.

The next proposition states that any function satisfying a quadratic relation can be

transformed to a rational function. Combined with Propositions 1 and 2, this means that any

function that can be transformed to a function that satis�es a quadratic relation using the

transformations de�ned in Table 1 is also expressible in L.
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Proposition 3 A function y = f(x) that satis�es a quadratic relation a0;2y
2+a1;1xy+a2;0x

2+

a0;1y + a1;0x + a0;0 = 0 can be transformed to a rational function v = g(u) that satis�es the

relation h1(u)v + h2(u) = 0, where h1 and h2 are polynomials of degree at most 2.

Together with Proposition 2, this proves an important feature of the language L: The set

of expressible functions remains unchanged when the matching pattern P (u; v) is changed

from a constant pattern v + c to a rational pattern h1(u)v + h2(u) or a quadratic pattern

v2+ c1uv+ c2v+ c3u
2+ c4u+ c5. However, from a practical point of view, the transformation

sequences in many descriptions are much shorter when the patterns are expressed using

quadratic or rational patterns. Linus takes advantage of this property to accelerate the

discovery of functions expressible in L.

Examples of function classes expressible in L

Using the basic results above, the following propositions illustrate some classes of tran-

scendental functions that are expressible in L. They demonstrate two simple techniques to

determine expressible functions. In Proposition 4, a speci�c form of description is selected

and its associated system of equations is solved to provide the general formula of the function

class it describes. In Proposition 5, a function is shown to be expressible in L by exhibiting a

transformation sequence that reduces it to another expressible function.

Proposition 4 Descriptions of the form (fR;Fg��D�; v+c) encompass all and only functions

in this class:

y = pk +
X
i

c1;ix
n1;i log(a1;ix+ b1;i) +

X
i

c2;ix
n2;i tan�1(a2;ix+ b2;i)

+
X
i

c3;i

(a3;ix+ b3;i)i
+
X
i

X
j

a4;i;jx+ b4;i;j

(hi)j
;

where n1;i, n2;i are non-negative integers; pk is a polynomial with degree at most k; each hi is

an irreducible polynomial of degree 2; each of ai;j, a4;i;j, bi;j, b4;i;j, and ck;i is a real constant;

and each
X
i

represents a �nite summation of similar terms.

Proposition 5 If a function g is expressible in L, then any function y = f(x) that satis�es

one of the following relations is also expressible in L:
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1. g(y) = x, g(x) = log y, g(y) = logx, g(log y) = x, g(logx) = y, g(logx) = log y,

g(log y) = logx; and

2. Solutions of di�erential equations of form either y0 = yg(x) or y0 = g(y), where y0 is the

derivative of y with respect to x.

Remarks

In addition to showing that certain function classes are expressible in L, the propositions also

identify the matching patterns that are redundant. Any proof that shows a function class to

be expressible with respect to some pattern P also shows that the language's expressiveness

will not be increased by the use of functions in that class as matching patterns. This is because

functions that match those patterns can be further transformed to functions that match P .

As a result, such patterns are redundant in that they do not extend the expressiveness of the

language.

However, from a practical perspective, redundant patterns can be used to improve perfor-

mance. Instead of waiting for more transformations to reduce such patterns to simpler ones,

the system could include a matching routine that recognizes them directly. In particular, from

a known class of expressible functions, one can implement a special con�guration, which we

call \accelerated mode," in which patterns of the form f(u) � v are used directly, where f is

any function in that class. The trade-o� is between a certain but small increase in matching

time and the possibility of greatly reduced discovery time because fewer transformations are

performed.

From a theoretical perspective, it can be argued that non-constant matching patterns are

simply di�erent implementations of the data transformation concept. Instead of matching

examples to a non-constant pattern, one could design a sequence of transformations that

accomplishes the same e�ect but results in a constant. In a sense, transformations and

matching patterns are just two aspects of one operation: The conversion of functions from

one form to another. A non-constant pattern P can be viewed as an aggregated transformation

that maps a function v = g(u) that satis�es the relation P (u; v) = 0 into a constant. Under

this interpretation, a non-constant pattern is an implementation shortcut that combines a
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constant pattern with an aggregated transformation.

4.2 Propagation of computation error

A major concern with the data transformation method is that it may be sensitive to errors

caused by inexact computation, or by noise in the original examples. This sensitivity depends

both on the transformations implemented and on the nature of the noise.

We now show how errors, either in the examples or in the computation, are propagated

through each transformation de�ned in Table 1, and how they can be estimated in practice.

Throughout the analysis, the error relative to the true value is denoted by �, and may have a

di�erent value for each example. In practice, either the maximum error is chosen as an overall

upper bound, or the individual propagated error is estimated for each example separately.

Either way, the solution is considered acceptable if the accumulated error falls below a user-

speci�ed accuracy tolerance (for example, 3 digits of accuracy).

In the following analysis, suppose that for each transformation T we have T (u; v) = (û; v̂)

and T (u; v + �v) = (û; ~v), where ~v may be a function in û, v̂ and �. The propagation error

ET (�) for a transformation T with initial error � is de�ned as ET (�) = ~v=v̂ � 1 when v̂ 6= 0

and ~v when v̂ = 0. Thus � is the relative error with respect to the true value v, and ET (�)=�

is the ampli�cation factor caused by the transformation T .

The de�nition of ET requires both T (u; v) = (û; v̂) and T (u; v + �v) = (û; ~v) to have the

same �rst component û. Otherwise, the comparison between v̂ (the case of � = 0) and ~v (the

case of � 6= 0) would be meaningless for EInv. Furthermore, ET does not contain any error

that is incurred during the computation of T ; it concerns only the propagation of previous

errors. If desired, the accumulated error of the sequence Tk �Tk�1 � � � � �T1 could be estimated

as

�k +ETk
(�k�1 +ETk�1

(� � �ET2
(�1 + T1(�0)) � � �));

where �0 is the initial error in the data and �1; : : : ; �k are the errors of computing T1; : : : ; Tk. In

Linus, the error � for both D and F includes the �tting error of the local approximations as

well as the error caused by oating-point computation. Since the value of � is implementation

dependent, the analysis is restricted to the propagated errorET of each transformation T . The
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Propagation formula Estimated error

ER(�) = �
�

1 + �
�

�

1 + �

EInv(�) = �
g0(v + �v)

g(v + �v)
�v �

�

1 + �
� ĝ

EL(�) =

8><
>:

logjvj j1 + �j if jvj 6= 1

ln j1 + �j if jvj = 1
c�

ED(�) = � +
v

v0
�
0 (k + 1)�

EF (�) =
�

1� vc=v

n�

n� 1� �

Table 2: Propagation of error

symbol � thus denotes the sum of all errors that are accumulated before T is applied. Table 2

summarizes the estimated error propagation for the transformations in L. These estimates

are derived below; the formulas for their inverses can be obtained in a similar manner.

Estimating propagation error

Of the �ve transformations Inv,R, L,D and F , only the error propagated byR is independent

of the value of the examples being transformed. The transformationR(u; v+ �v) = (x; 1=(v+

�v)) gives the formula for ER as

ER(�) =
1=(v + �v)

1=v
� 1 =

v

v + �v
� 1 = �

�

1 + �
:

For other transformations, the value of ET (�) depends on both � and v. Consequently, the

exact form of ET (�) is derived �rst, and then a simpler estimate that does not depend on v

is given. The estimated formula can be used in place of the exact formula provided that the

assumption stated in each case is true.

In the case of Inv, its de�nition gives Inv(u; v + �v) = (v + �v; u). Let g be the function

implied by the transformed examples when � = 0. Assuming that g is analytic within the

neighborhood of v + �v, g(v) can be expressed in terms of g(v + �v) using the power series

expansion

g(v) = g(v + �v) � g
0(v + �v)�v +

1

2
g
00(v + �v)�2v2 � � � �
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where g0 and g00 are the derivatives of g with respect to v. Using only the �rst two terms gives

g(v) � g(v + �v) � g0(v + �v)�v. Therefore,

EInv(�) =
g(v)

g(v + �v)
� 1 =

g(v + �v) � g0(v + �v)�v

g(v + �v)
� 1 � �

g0(v + �v)

g(v + �v)
�v:

Let ~g be the corresponding local approximation computed from the transformed examples

(v̂; u) = (v+�v; u), and ~g 0 its �rst derivative. Since ~g approximates g, we estimate g0 using ~g 0.

That gives EInv(�) � �
~g 0(v̂)

u
�v: Since v =

v + �v

1 + �
=

v̂

1 + �
, we have EInv(�) � �

�

1 + �
ĝ(v̂),

where ĝ(v̂) is computed from the transformed images (v̂; u) as v̂~g 0(v̂)=u.

Next, assuming that jvj, jv + �vj 6= 0, we have L(u; v + �v) = (u; ln jv + �vj) and

EL(�) =

8><
>:

logjvj j1 + �j if jvj 6= 1

ln j1 + �j if jvj = 1

Since log
a
(b) = � log1

a
(b), we can assume jvj > 1 without loss of generality. In general, for any

constant c, if jvjc� � 1 + � the propagated error can be estimated as EL(�) = logjvj j1 + �j �

logjvj(jvj
c�) = c�. Alternatively, we can compute logjvj j1 + �j directly from the transformed

examples (u; ~v) = (u; ln(v + v�)) by the formula logjvj j1 + �j = ln(1 + �)=(ln ~v � ln(1 + �)).

In the case of D, its de�nition gives D(u; v + �v) = (u; v0 + �v0 + v�0), where �0 is the

derivative of � with respect to u. A simpli�ed formula for ED(�) is obtained if we assume

that, in the neighborhood of each example (u; v), � can be approximated by avk , where a and

k are constants. In that case, �0 = akvk�1v0 and so

ED(�) =
v0 + �v0 + v�0

v0
� 1 = � +

v

v0
�
0 � � +

v

v0
akv

k�1
v
0 = � + akv

k = (1 + k)�:

Thus, unless � cannot be piecewise approximated by polynomials of the form cvk where k is

a small constant, it can be assumed that ED(�) � (k + 1)�. (This condition can be checked

by examining the values of � in consecutive examples.)

Finally, the de�nition for F gives Fc;vc
(u; v + �v) = (u; (v + �v � vc)=(u� c)). Thus,

EF (�) =
(v + �v � vc)=(u� c)

(v � vc)=(u� c)
� 1 =

�

1� vc=v
=

�

1� (1 + �)
vc

v + �v

:

Based on this formula, we avoid choosing c so that (c; vc) coincides with any example

(u; v + �v), since that would make EF (�) = �1 for that example. This is not surprising
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because in that case we would be computing the indeterminate 0=0. While the result of the

transformation could still be estimated from nearby examples, the error analysis breaks down

since EF (�) = �1 e�ectively means that the value estimated is unreliable.

In general, the best choice for c is where vc = 0, assuming that (c; 0) is not one of

the examples being transformed and that we can reliably estimate the zero-crossings of the

function implied by those examples. This makes EF (�) = �, which means that the initial

error is not ampli�ed by F . If that choice is impractical, we choose c so that jvcj is less than

any v component of the examples. With this choice, EF (�) is bounded above by
n�

n� 1� �
,

where 1=n is the ratio between vc and the smallest v component of the examples.

4.3 Computation error and the correctness of the solution

The analysis so far concerns only the propagation of error through each transformation.

In practice, we need to take into account the additional error introduced by the inexact

implementation of each transformation. While in principle we could derive the total error for

any sequence of transformations, this is neither practical nor productive as an error tracking

method.

In this section, we present an alternative method that Linus uses to monitor the ac-

cumulated error and verify the solution's correctness without any need to know the total

computation error. If formal veri�cation is desired, one could then derive the necessary for-

mula for the total error from the transformation sequence found. To begin, we de�ne what it

means for a set of examples to \support" a transformation, and give an outline of Linus's

discovery algorithm. The solution's correctness follows from Linus's ability to request a set of

examples that supports the transformation sequence needed to express the unknown function.

A de�nition of numerical accuracy

De�nition 1 Let S = f (x; y) g be a set of examples, � > 0 a speci�ed error tolerance, and

H a prede�ned class of approximation functions. For any transformation T , let �T denote its

(inexact) implementation.

1. S is said to be approximated to within � by a function h 2 H if, for all (x; y) 2 S,
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jh(x)j � � when y = 0 and jh(x)=y � 1j � � when y 6= 0.

2. S is said to be piecewise approximated to within � by a set of functions hi 2 H if S can

be split into several non-overlapping subsets Si such that each Si is approximated to

within � by hi. The functions hi are called the local approximations of S.

3. For any invertible transformation T , a set S is considered numerically accurate for

the application of T with respect to � if both S and �T�1( �T (S)) = f (~x; ~y) j (~x; ~y) =

�T�1( �T (x; y)) g are piecewise approximated to within � by the same set of local approx-

imations in H.

In general, S can have many di�erent sets of local approximations, any one of which will

be acceptable. In practice, the local approximations are determined by partitioning S into

non-overlapping subsets and, for each one, �nding the function in H that best approximates

it in terms of relative error magnitude. If no acceptable local approximations are found, we

either repeat with a di�erent partitioning of S or report that S can only be approximated to

within a larger error tolerance.

Note that unlessT and T�1 can be computed exactly, S is not guaranteed to be numerically

accurate for the application of T . Since the implementation �T and �T�1 is likely to be inexact,

this leads to some discrepancy between �T�1( �T (S)) and S. De�nition 1 proposes one particular

test for acceptable discrepancy: Both the computed results and the original examples must

satisfy the same set of local approximations within the error tolerance �. If this condition is

satis�ed, we say that S \supports" the transformation T within the error allowed by �.

Normally, � should be chosen according to the accuracy desired for the solution, which is

denoted by the parameterTolerance in the algorithm below, and the relative magnitude of

the error that may be present in the data. A typical choice for � would be somewhere between

these two. This ensures that the e�ect of inexact computation remains insigni�cant, and that

numerical accuracy can be achieved even with relatively inaccurate data.
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Linus's discovery algorithm

Let Task(T ; T(Si)) denote the problem of �nding a description that approximates the exam-

ples in T(Si) = f (u; v) j (u; v) = T(x; y); (x; y) 2 Si g to within a speci�edTolerance. Note

that the notation T(Si) is used to denote both the application of the transformation sequence

T to each example in the set Si, and the set of transformed examples resulted from that ap-

plication. The algorithm seeks a sequence T such that T(Si) satis�es some prede�ned relation

P = 0. The description (T ; P ) represents a potential solution to the discovery problem, and

the algorithm is repeated to �nd other solutions as necessary.

1. Let i = 1 and Si = S0, where S0 is the initial set of examples of the unknown function.

Put Task(�; Si), where � is the identity transformation �(x; y) = (x; y), into the queue

of un�nished tasks.

2. Choose one Task(T ; T(S)) from the queue, and for each transformation T :

2.1 If T cannot be applied to T(S), query for the appropriate examples that will allow

its application, let T(S) be that set, and update the original untransformed set Si.

2.2 If T(S) is not numerically accurate for the application of T , query for additional ex-

amples, add them to T(S), update the set Si, recompute the local approximations,

and repeat this step until it is numerically accurate.

2.3 Apply T to T(S), let the result be T � T(S), and use it as input to the pattern

matching procedure.

2.4 If any pattern P matches and if Si is numerically accurate for the application of

T � T with respect to Tolerance, put (T � T ; P ) into the queue of potential

solutions, and go to Step 3 if no more solutions are needed, or repeat Step 2 for

other solutions.

2.5 Put Task(T � T ; T � T(S)) into the queue of un�nished tasks and repeat Step 2.

3. Verify each potential solution (T ; P ) by querying for more examples and checking that

they are approximated by (T ; P ) to within Tolerance:
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3.1 If any description (T ; P ) fails, add the new examples to Si, apply T to Si, let the

result be T(Si), and place Task(T ; T(Si)) in the queue.

3.2 If all descriptions fail, repeat from Step 2. Otherwise, report each (T ; P ) that passes

as a potential solution of the discovery problem, with respect to the example set

Si obtained so far.

4. If additional veri�cation is desired, increase i by 1, let Si = Si�1, and repeat from

Step 3.

Correctness of the solution

Given that inexact computation is inevitable, a description is considered correct if it approxi-

mates the examples to within the speci�ed Tolerance. By the test in Step 3, the algorithm

only produces solutions that satisfy this condition. Assuming that the implementation of each

transformation is su�ciently accurate that the cumulative error is less than Tolerance,

Steps 2.2 and 2.4 of the algorithm will always succeed. As a result, any solution found will

approximate the examples available. The algorithm only restarts when Step 3 encounters new

examples that are not approximated by the description found.

In practice, because of the use of �xed-precision arithmetic, it is possible that the algorithm

could fail to select a set of examples to support a particular transformation or sequence

of transformations. This would happen if, at some time during the discovery process, the

accumulated error due to inexact computation exceeded the value of Tolerance. In this

case the algorithm cannot continue without revising its expectation of solution accuracy (for

example, by using a larger Tolerance) or employing higher-precision arithmetic.

Since there is a limit on how accurately we can compute, it is more practical to continue

with a lower accuracy and eventually report an \approximate solution" that matches the

currently available examples within a larger error tolerance. In a sense, Tolerance is the

desired accuracy level, whereas the actual di�erence between examples of the description

found and those of the unknown function is the level of accuracy obtained.
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5 Extensions for practical application

In its simplest form, Linus assumes that examples are available on demand and that the

examples are error-free. Clearly, this ideal is rarely achieved in practice: Inevitably there is

a limit to the number and accuracy of examples that are available. Consequently, Linus has

been extended to permit its application in passive environments, where requests for speci�c

examples are not possible, and in noisy environments, where examples are contaminated with

noise from some unknown process.

Discovery with a �xed set of examples

When the example set is �xed, Linus computes the local approximations of the examples

available and uses them to provide estimated values for other examples subsequently re-

quested. In the current implementation, this is done by an interpolation routine embedded

in the data selection procedure. The error of each estimate is derived from the �tting error of

the local approximations and treated as a type of computation error. The overall discovery

operation remains unchanged.

The usefulness of a solution depends on whether the available examples are su�cient

to produce local approximations that closely resemble segments of the unknown function.

For applications where su�ciently �nely sampled examples are available, Linus will �nd an

acceptable solution. Otherwise, it simply provides a description for the set of examples given.

In this case, Linus is no worse than any application-independent discovery scheme that must

work with a �xed set of examples.

Discovery with noisy examples

The current implementation of Linus also includes a separate data-�ltering routine, which

is implemented as a special transformation that only applies when certain conditions are

satis�ed. Presently, data �ltering will occur if (1) the user requests it by setting a system

parameter, (2) Linus detects abrupt changes among adjacent examples that cannot be ex-

plained by vertical asymptotes, or (3) the derivative it computes oscillates quickly over a
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short interval. At the present, the available �lters include ones built from polynomials and

rational functions, as well as a parameterized version of the low-pass Savitzky-Golay digital

�lter [4]. Linus tries each �lter and selects the one that produces the smoothest data.

Under this approach, Linus discovers a description for the �ltered examples, not a de-

scription for the noise-free examples of the unknown function. Since the latter are unavailable,

statistical methods such as the �2 test [10] can be employed to assess the \goodness" of the

description in approximating the un�ltered examples. If this assessment fails, Linus can be

instructed to use a di�erent �lter and repeat the discovery process.

It can be expected that if the noise is small, or if the �ltering succeeds in reducing it to

a small level, a solution will be found|although with a reduced accuracy. Otherwise, at a

certain point in the process, Linus will report that the accumulated error exceeds the desired

accuracy, in which case the noise present is too great to allow successful discovery. In this

case, data transformation is inappropriate as a discovery method for such data.

6 Summary

This paper presents a method for discovering functions that is based on the idea of transform-

ing from one function to another. While the method is simple, its successful implementation

depends critically on the transformations selected. In particular, it depends on whether the

transformations can always be applied and on how accurately they can be computed. These

are the problems of incomplete generation of function descriptions and inexact computation

of transformations.

The paper shows how both problems are addressed by the discovery system Linus. First,

advantage can be taken of on-demand example selection based on the ongoing analysis of

computation errors and the requirement of each transformation. Second, transformations can

be speci�ed that are robust in that they can all be applied in any situation, if necessary

by splitting the problem into subproblems. Third, the accuracy of computations can be

monitored and improved, where possible, after each transformation.

These ideas have been implemented in the function discovery system Linus. The paper
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provides an analysis of Linus's ability in terms of its theoretical discovery power and its

treatment of computation error both in theory and in practice. A full description of Linus

and its capability can be found elsewhere [9]. Su�ce to say that it has successfully discovered

a large number of algebraic, trigonometric, exponential and logarithmic functions of varying

degree of complexity, along with solutions to �rst- and second-order ordinary and autonomous

di�erential equations.
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Appendix

Let y = f(x) be a function that can be described in L as (Tk � � � � � T1; P (u; v)), where Ti,

1 � i � k, are the transformations in Table 1 and P (u; v) is a formula in u and v. Furthermore,

each transformation T has an inverse T�1 de�ned so that T�1 � T (x; y) = T � T�1(x; y) =

(x; y). The inverse T�1 is not to be confused with the function inverse transformation Inv,

which interchanges its two arguments.

Proposition 2 Descriptions of the form (fR;Fg�; v + c) describe all and only rational func-

tions.

Proof: The proposition has two parts: (1) Any rational function f can be described using

only R, F and a constant pattern v + c; and (2) No other function is described by this form.

For the second part, the description for f is �rst rewritten in terms of R�1(x; y) = (x; 1=y)

and F
�1
(c;yc)

(x; y) = (x; y � (x� c) + yc). Solving the new system of equations

8><
>:

(x; y) = T
�1
1 � � � � � T�1

k
(u; v)

v + c = 0;

where each T�1
i

is either R�1 or F�1, gives a formula for y that can be simpli�ed to a ratio of

two polynomials.

For the �rst part, let pi denotes a polynomial with degree i or less, and f(x) =
pn(x)

pm(x)
be

the rational function under consideration. Without loss of generality, assume that n � m. If

n < m, the following will show that the reciprocal of f can be expressed in L, and f can then

be described with an additional reciprocal transformation.

Suppose that f(a) = ya, where a is any value such that ya �nite. Then f(a) � ya =
pn(a)

pm(a)
� ya = 0, and so pn(a) � yapm(a) = 0. Since pn(x) � yapm(x) is a polynomial with

degree at most n and equal to 0 at x = a, it may be written as (x� a)pn�1(x), where pn�1(x)

is a polynomial with degree at most n� 1. Applying F(a;ya) to (x; f(x)) yields

F(a;ya)

 
x;

pn

pm

!
=

 
x; (

pn

pm
� ya)=(x� a)

!
=

 
x;

pn � yapm

(x� a)pm

!
=

 
x;

pn�1

pm

!
:
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If n � 1 � m, the polynomial degree of the numerator pn�1 can be further reduced by other

factoring transformations. If n� 1 < m, a reciprocal transformation is applied to obtain

R

 
x;

pn�1

pm

!
=

 
x;

pm

pn�1

!
:

In the rational function
pm

pn�1

, the numerator now has a higher degree than the denominator.

This process of factoring and (when appropriate) taking the reciprocal continues until both

numerator and denominator have degree 0, at which point the right-hand side matches a

constant pattern. Let Tk � � � � � T1 be the accumulated sequence of transformations and c the

negation of the �nal constant. The original function f(x) =
pn

pm
can then be expressed as

(Tk � � � � � T1; v + c), where each Ti is either R or F . 2

Note that R and F can be applied alternately without any need to know the degrees

of the numerator and denominator. In the worst case, applying F when the degree of the

denominator exceeds that of the numerator merely results in the new numerator having the

same degree as the denominator.

Proposition 3 A function y = f(x) that satis�es a quadratic relation a0;2y
2+a1;1xy+a2;0x

2+

a0;1y + a1;0x + a0;0 = 0 can be transformed to a rational function v = g(u) that satis�es the

relation h1(u)v + h2(u) = 0, where h1 and h2 are polynomials of degree at most 2.

Proof: Consider the transformation sequence Inv � F(x0 ;y0), where x0 is chosen so that y0

is �nite. With this choice, Inv � F(x0 ;y0)(x; y) = (
y � y0

x� x0
; x), and a0;2y

2
0 + a1;1x0y0 + a2;0x

2
0 +

a0;1y0 + a1;0x0 + a0;0 = 0. To prove the proposition, we show that u =
y � y0

x� x0
and v = x

satisfy the relation h1(u)v+h2(u) = 0. In other words, the constants b0; b1; b2; c0; c1 and c2 in

h1(u)v + h2(u) = (b0 + b1u+ b2u
2)v + c0 + c1u+ c2u

2 can be selected so that

(b0 + b1u+ b2u
2)v + c0 + c1u+ c2u

2 =
2X

i=0

(biv + ci)u
i =

2X
i=0

(bix+ ci)

�
y � y0

x� x0

�i

= (x� x0)
�1

2X
i=0

(bix+ ci)(y � y0)
i(x� x0)

1�i

equals zero for all examples of the function y = f(x).

This condition is satis�ed by the values

b0 = a2;0; c0 = a1;0 + a2;0x0 + a1;1y0;

b1 = a1;1; c1 = a0;1 + 2a0;2y0;

b2 = a0;2; c2 = �a0;2x0;
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where ai;j are the coe�cients in the relation a0;2y
2+ a1;1xy+ a2;0x

2 + a0;1y+ a1;0x+ a0;0 = 0

that f satis�es, and (x0; y0) is the parameter in the F transformation selected. 2

Proposition 4 Descriptions of the form (fR;Fg��D�; v+c) encompass all and only functions

in this class:

y = pk +
X
i

c1;ix
n1;i log(a1;ix+ b1;i) +

X
i

c2;ix
n2;i tan�1(a2;ix+ b2;i)

+
X
i

c3;i

(a3;ix+ b3;i)i
+
X
i

X
j

a4;i;jx+ b4;i;j

(hi)j
;

where n1;i, n2;i are non-negative integers; pk is a polynomial with degree at most k; each hi is

an irreducible polynomial of degree 2; each of ai;j, a4;i;j, bi;j, b4;i;j, and ck;i is a real constant;

and each
X
i

represents a �nite summation of similar terms.

Proof: This proposition has two parts: (1) Any function of the above form can be described

as (fR;Fg� �D�; v+ c); and (2) No other function is described by this form. The �rst follows

from Proposition 2 and the fact that any function of the above form can be transformed to a

rational function by a su�cient number of di�erentiations. For the second part, let f(x) be

the function described as (fR;Fg� �D�; v + c). That means,

(x; f(x)) = fD�1 g� � fR�1
; F

�1 g�(x;�c) = fD�1 g�(x; g(x));

where g(x) is a rational function (by Proposition 2). Using the technique of partial fraction

expansion [10], g can be written as a �nite summation of the form

g(x) = pn +
X
i

c3;i

(a3;ix+ b3;i)i
+
X
i

X
j

a4;i;jx+ b4;i;j

(hi)j
:

Since each term in the formula for g can be integrated separately, it is straightforward to

apply the rules of inde�nite integration to show that repeated integration of any term in g

will only lead to terms shown in the proposition. 2

Proposition 5 If a function g is expressible in L, then any function y = f(x) that satis�es

one of the following relations is also expressible in L:

1. g(y) = x, g(x) = log y, g(y) = logx, g(log y) = x, g(logx) = y, g(logx) = log y,

g(log y) = logx; and
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Implicit form Explicit form y = f(x) Transformation sequence

g(y) = logx y = g�1(logx) L � Inv

g(log y) = x y = eg
�1(x) Inv � L

g(logx) = y y = g(log(x)) Inv � L � Inv

g(logx) = log y y = eg(log(x)) L � Inv � L � Inv

g(log y) = logx y = eg
�1(logx) L � Inv � L

Table 3: Transformation sequences for some transcendental functions

2. Solutions of di�erential equations of form either y0 = yg(x) or y0 = g(y), where y0 is the

derivative of y with respect to x.

Proof: For the �rst part, let (T ; P ) be the description for the function g(u) = v. In the �rst

two cases, g(y) = x and g(x) = log y, the transformation sequences needed to describe f(x)

are T � Inv and T � L respectively. In conventional terms, the new functions are the inverse

and exponential of g; they can be written as f(x) = g�1(x) and f(x) = eg(x) respectively.

The remaining �ve cases are summarized in Table 3. The abbreviated description of each of

these functions is (T � T 0; P ), where T 0 is the transformation sequence shown.

For the second part, consider the transformation sequences D � L and R � D � Inv. By

de�nition,

D � L(x; y) = D(x; log y) =

 
x;
d log y

dx

!
= (x; y0=y);

and

R �D � Inv(x; y) = R �D(y; x) = R(y; dx=dy)

=

 
y;

1

dx=dy

!
= (y; dy=dx) = (y; y0):

Consequently, solutions y = f(x) of ordinary di�erential equations of the form y0 = yg(x)

can be written as (T � D � L; P ), where (T ; P ) is the description of g. Similarly, solutions

y = f(x) of autonomous di�erential equations of the form y0 = g(y) can be expressed as

(T �R �D � Inv; P ), where (T ; P ) is the description of g. 2
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